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                    Maximizing Real Estate Portfolio Value: Unleashing Potential

                    Insights by Faris Maqdah, Director, Consulting – MENA at JLL
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                    Why data centers could hit obsolescence sooner than you think

                    AI and emerging technologies risk leaving current projects short of power
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                    Why proptech became an inclusivity bright spot

                    Female-run firms could signal a change for lagging real estate industry
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                    Can real estate transition funds get older buildings up to scratch?

                    Retrofitting momentum is increasing but there’s a long road ahead for brown-to-green building transitions
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                    Hotel brands check into new verticals

                    Hotel companies are seeking fresh revenue streams from bespoke experiences and strategic partnerships
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                    Offices a tale of the very best and the rest

                    While investors grapple with new occupier demands and development challenges, the greatest opportunity of the next 10 years is unfolding
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                    PODCAST: Why navigating building regulations is getting harder

                    Industry experts delve into navigating regulations, penalties, and strategies
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                    PODCAST: Can parking keep up with the changing city?

                    Whether you call them car parks or parking lots, technology is making them smarter
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                    Why investors are banking on conversions

                    Repurposing offices to other real estate types is on the rise
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                    Borrowers mull right time to refinance amid uncertainty

                    Tightened credit standards for real estate loans are prompting some borrowers to refinance earlier
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                    How urban greening projects are underpinning sustainable cities

                    Initiatives to increase green space and improve biodiversity are part of a more holistic sustainability agenda looking beyond decarbonization
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                    How technology is shaping banks’ office strategies

                    Artificial intelligence and the war for talent are driving new real estate priorities
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                    Where urban real estate rents are on the rise 

                    Commercial real estate investors across property types are diversifying investments geographically within cities while looking toward non-traditional urban locations
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                    How solar power innovation is moving to new spaces

                    As the case for clean energy takes precedence, wavering regulations and costs continue to create obstacles.
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                    How companies are baking social value into their real estate

                    Organizations are beginning to use buildings to do good
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                    Why cities are calling time on their traditional bright lights

                    More urban areas are going into energy-saving mode for environmental and financial reasons
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                    How are circular economy principles taking hold in real estate?

                    Leading cities are now setting goals to tackle carbon throughout a building’s lifecycle
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                    Can real estate keep pace with cities’ net zero plans?

                    Though market forces are driving decarbonisation efforts in real estate, government regulations, education and incentives are also key influences
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                    6 innovative schemes helping cities to become more sustainable

                    Cities are increasingly delivering fresh ideas to cut carbon emissions and make urban areas more liveable
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                    How urban transformation will be different in the 2020s

                    Social impact and decarbonisation strategies will be the pillars of urban development projects in the coming years
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                    What makes a city a talent hot spot?

                    In the war for talent, smaller innovation-focused cities like Denver are punching above their weight
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                    How landlords are making their rooftops work harder

                    Demand for rooftop space is growing as new uses come to the fore
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                    EMEA Fit-out Cost Guide 2024

                    Understand workplace trends impacting office design and associated fit-out costs.
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                    Italian Retail Snapshot | Q4 2023

                    An in-depth analysis of the Italian Retail Market in 2023, complete with macro-economics short analysis and tailored future scenarios.
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                    Italian Office Snapshot | Q4 2023

                    An in-depth analysis of the Italian Office Market in Q4 2023, complete with macro-economics short analysis and tailored future scenarios.
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                    Italian Logistics Snapshot | Q4 2023

                    An in-depth analysis of the Italian Logistics Market in 2023, complete with macro-economics short analysis and tailored future scenarios.
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                    2024 Insurance Commercial Real Estate Trends to Watch

                    5 trends that will shape the insurance industry and its workspaces
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                    2024 Financial Services CRE Trends

                    Five trends that will shape the banking industry and its workspaces from the race for tech talent to application of AI and net zero carbon
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                    Global Real Estate Outlook 2023: Summary

                    Our research experts’ perspectives on the impact of economic and geopolitical trends on the global real estate outlook and regional and country prospects.
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                    Global Capital Outlook

                    A global outlook for real estate capital markets
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                    Italian Healthcare Snapshot 2023

                    An in-depth analysis of the Italian Healthcare market in 2023, complete with macro-economics and demographics, demand and supply analysis and future scenarios.
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                    Data Centers 2024 Global Outlook

                    AI and the green energy transition will bring new challenges and opportunities
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                    European Multifamily Market Dynamics

                    Discover multifamily market dynamics
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                    Italian market overview | 2023

                    Insight into the Italian market in 2023, complete with macroeconomic forecasts and scenarios for 2024.
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